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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0708203A2] A moistening appts. for a running web of material has a chamber with a surface where steam exits treat the web facing it and
a front facing against the web run at the end of the treatment surface. Here, a strip (15), placed before said surface (8), esp. at the chamber front
(9) and projecting, at least partially over strip length, to the web over the surface, has an edge (17) facing the oncoming web (2). Also claimed is a
process using the appts. where at least one steam jet is directed at the web and where, here, the air layer adhering to the web is at least partially
stirred about or stripped off before steam application. Pref. the strip is arranged to have an adjustable spacing between the web and the chamber
edge which also is adjustable in a curve across the web. The spacing width (A), following web curvature, is constant over the web breadth and
is between 2 and 12 mm. The strip, formed from at least two layers placed together, has slits which travel from the edge opposite the steam-side
edge (17), end in holes of dia. greater than slit widths, the slits of one layer being displaced from those of the other. One layer, being heated on the
chamber, lies flat and is made from heat-conducting material at least equivalent to copper. The strip has elongated holes to take bolts inserted from
the chamber front to attach the two layers at pre-set points where between any two is placed a slit from each layer. The air layer is stripped off just
before the gap through which steam is blown. Alternatively the strip is bent at an angle facing against web run at angle, alpha, between 30 and 70
degrees .
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